Abstract-This paper presents an approach to analyze vehicle and traffic dynamics by fusing a monocular camera and inertial sensors. As opposed to traditional visual-inertial odometry for ground vehicles, the proposed method can estimate both the dynamics of the vehicle and the dynamics of the surrounding environment of the vehicle. The visual features associated with the surrounding environment are determined by the nonholonomic constraint and inertial measurements of the vehicle, and the visual features associated with moving vehicles are segmented by a part-based vehicle detection model. The dynamics of the vehicle and the scene are computed from respective visual features. The proposed method is robust to high-dynamic environment such as the scenario of many moving vehicles during rush hours in downtown areas. In addition, the proposed method is capable of estimating the number of surrounding vehicles as well as the ratios of vehicle regions to the whole image area. Experiments were performed on a challenging dataset that was collected in downtown areas and interstate highways during rush hours. The experimental results showed that the proposed method can robustly and accurately analyze the dynamics of vehicles and surrounding environments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis addresses the problem of vehicle dynamic perception and scene dynamic perception [1] , which is an important problem in assistive driving and autonomous driving [2] .
Vision sensors have been commonly used for vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis such as lane detection [3] , feature matching [4] , and semantic segmentation [5] . It is remarkable that Scaramuzza et al. [6] has applied the nonholonomic constraint model to estimate ground vehicle motions. The ground-plane assumption considerably shortens the computational time since only one point is required to fit in the motion model. Recently, Sabzevari et al. [4] has proposed the multi-body motion estimation from the monocular camera where the ego motion and eoru motions are estimated in a unified framework.
However, it is difficult to use vision sensors to robustly estimate traffic and vehicle dynamics when illumination changes, feature matching fails, image blurring occurs [7] , and dynamic motion over-abundance [8] . To take a nontrivial example, if the region of moving vehicles plays a dominant role in the traffic image, the system would probably yield a wrong estimation of vehicle dynamics. The inaccurate or non-robust dynamic estimations on surrounding vehicles might result in inappropriate decisions on vehicle maneuvers, and it might even further incur deadly traffic accidents. For instance, an unfortunate fatal crash happened to an adult who switched to auto-pilot mode while driving a Tesla car [9] . The main reason for this accident lies in the vision system failure in detecting the moving tractor-trailer in front during highway crossing. Vision system is not sufficient in some scenarios to robustly analyze vehicle and traffic dynamics.
This paper proposes to fuse the visual-inertial sensors to analyze vehicle and traffic dynamics. An IMU commonly consists of tri-axes accelerometers, tri-axes gyroscopes and tri-axes magnetometers. In comparison with a visual sensor, IMUs are robust to outside disturbances such as illumination changes, sudden movement, and complex dynamics. IMUs are suitable to estimate the states of vehicles in presence of aggressive or unpredictable motions. An IMU and a camera are able to construct a heterogeneous sensing system due to their complementary characteristics.
The proposed approach for vehicle and scene dynamics analysis is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Apart from the vehicle dynamics, the traffic dynamics, i.e., vehicle region numbers and ratios, the dynamic inlier numbers and ratios, are all analyzed. The main contributions of this paper are threefold:
(i) A novel theoretical framework is developed that designs an inertial guided visual histogram voting strategy for analyzing the image feature attributes;
(ii) A vehicle detection model is developed to explicitly detect the moving vehicles in a scene, where both the number of vehicles and the ratio of vehicle regions to the whole scene are estimated;
(iii) A mechanism to determine static and dynamic features is proposed, where the vehicle dynamics are estimated through the static features, and the traffic dynamics are analyzed through the dynamic features.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
One of the fundamentals in vehicle and traffic dynamics perception is to accurately identify static features, dynamic features and feature outliers. Besides, effective detection and localization of moving vehicles also play an important role in scene dynamics analysis. Thus, in this section, we will briefly describe the problems in feature classification and vehicle detection.
Basically, the detected feature correspondences can be divided into three categories: static inliers, dynamic inliers and outliers. Static inliers represent the correct feature matches that lie on static object regions (for instance, buildings, sidewalks, traffic signs, trees). They can be used to estimate the vehicle dynamics. By contrast, dynamic inliers represent the correct feature matches that lie on dynamic object regions such as moving cars, walking pedestrians, running motorcycles. They can be applied to estimate the dynamics of moving objects in camera's field of view.
To analyze traffic dynamics, a robust vehicle detection model could effectively identify the dynamic inliers. In this paper, we choose the part-based vehicle detection model because of its robustness to detect the vehicle from various degrees of views such as front view, rear view, and side view. Even when a part of a vehicle is invisible, the partbased model is still able to localize the vehicle regions due to its specific component filters.
The pipeline of our approach is shown in Fig. 2 . The keypoint features between successive frames are detected and matched using the ORB detector [10] . Then these features are fed into ground vehicle geometry constraint model. The histogram with regard to these feature matches is built. The inertial based orientations are exploited to distinguish the visual static inliers from the correct matches. Afterwards, the part based vehicle detection model is developed to explicitly identify the vehicle regions. Within each region, the features of moving vehicles are matched using histogram voting. Eventually, the vehicle dynamics are estimated by static features, and the traffic dynamics are analyzed through the dynamic features.
III. INERTIAL-VISUAL HISTOGRAM VOTING
The common problem encountered in vehicle and traffic dynamics perception is the presence of incorrect feature matches (outliers) and dynamic inliers (mistakenly treated as static inliers). Thus, this work seeks to exploit the inertial measurements to assist a camera in separating the static inliers, dynamic inliers and outliers.
A. Inlier/Outlier Statistical Modeling
In order to effectively identify and remove the outliers among the visual putative correspondences, the visual histogram voting strategy is exploited. Given a feature match {p, p } in the camera coordinate between frame k and frame k + 1, p and p satisfy the epipolar constraint
From the feature correspondence {p, p } and (1), the rotation angle θ can be estimated
Then the histogram related to the group {θ i } 1≤i≤N is built. In the histogram, every bin denotes the number of features that lie within the region θ i,1≤i≤N . Assume that the group of inliers conforms to gaussian distribution N(μ, σ 2 ), where most of the inliers lie within [μ − 3σ , μ + 3σ ]; the group of outliers conforms to uniform distribution U (−180
• , 180 • ). However, this assumption does not hold in the scenario shown in Fig. 3 (c) . Comparatively, the inlier group conform-
rather than single gaussian model.
By using the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) to model the inliers and outliers, we have where
means the posteriori probability of θ i lies in the j th Gaussian clustering region; M is the number of inlier clusters, which is predetermined by the vehicle detection model; s(·) is the "sign" function defined by
where G (v j ) represents the j th inlier group; G (v o ) stands for the outlier group.
B. Inertial Assisted Static & Dynamic Inlier Classification
Intuitively, vehicle dynamics parameter θ * could be selected by choosing the mean value that is consistent with the majority of samples among the Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM). However, it fails if the majority of image areas are taken up by moving vehicles, where most of correct matches may lie on moving vehicle regions rather than static scene regions. Fig. 3 is an example that shows the potential failure in selecting static inliers using traditional histogram voting. In Fig. 3 (a) , the image pair indicates the vehicle is making a turn. The camera mounted onto the vehicle captures front-view scenes, which include both static and dynamic objects. Unfortunately, among the image-pair, most of feature matches are lying on the texture-rich truck regions, which are framed by red rectangles (see Fig. 3 (b) , the feature matches in this region are connected by yellow lines). The rest of detected feature matches lie on stationary areas, such as trees, traffic signs, street lamp and zebra-crossings.
In the case of Fig. 3 (c) , the static inlier variable conforms to D 1 distribution; the variables on dynamic inliers that lie within moving truck regions conform to D 2 distribution. The fact that the number of inliers that lie in D 2 area is larger than that in D 1 area will enable the traditional histogram voting mistakenly choose D 2 as the "inlier" distribution; the estimated angle will be chosen as μ 2 rather than the correct μ 1 .
In order to select the most appropriate gaussian model for the static inliers among the GMM, we novelly take advantage of the rotatory angle θ imu from inertial measurements, to infer the inlier group that lie on static regions.
In this work, the adaptive gain orientation filter (AGOF) [11] is utilized to derive the planar rotation angle θ imu using inertial measurements. Suppose θ imu conforms to gaussian distribution N μ imu , σ 2 imu . The relative entropy between
to infer θ * is given by
where
is the relative entropy between the continuous random variable P imu and P j . The term P imu represents the gaussian distribution of angle θ imu , which is computed from inertial measurements; P j represents the j th gaussian distribution of GMM. p imu (x) and p j (x) symbolize the probability density of P imu and P j respectfully. By choosing the minimum relative entropy among
Given θ * , the gaussian model that corresponds to θ * could be determined. Then the static inlier group will be attained. The dynamic inliers are identified in two steps. In the first step, the vehicle detection model is adopted to explicitly determine the number of vehicles as well as their corresponding vehicle regions in the field of view. In the second step, the vehicle regions between the image pair will be matched using histogram voting. Then each correspondence will be added to a specific vehicle label. For example, the feature match that lie in the q th vehicle region, will be tagged label q. In terms of feature matches that lie on non-vehicle regions, will be tagged label void. The group of feature matches are classified in this manner. For each vehicle region, there may exist both dynamic inliers and outliers. It is also critical to discriminate them for accurately estimating the moving objects relative to the vehicle. Here, the histogram voting is conducted upon the feature matches that lie on each moving vehicle regions.
On the basis of the above two steps, the feature matches could be categorized into static inliers, dynamic inliers and outliers. 
IV. VEHICLE DETECTION MODELS
In this paper, the part-based model is developed to detect vehicles in images [12] . The part based model consists of a root filter and the part filters The vehicle detection model is trained using the images from the vehicle-mounted camera. The terminal and nonterminal regions are covered by blue boxes and red boxes respectively, shown in Fig. 4 (a, b) . We separate the images into front-view, side-view and rear-view classes. The model structures are trained separately. The vehicle detector structure models are displayed in Fig. 4 (c) . The vehicle detector that considers both the root filter and component filter are shown in Fig. 4 (d) . The histogram of gradient features are computed to describe the terminal components.
V. VEHICLE AND TRAFFIC SCENE DYNAMICS ANALYSIS
In this section, the visual feature correspondences and inertial measurements are combined to estimate the vehicle dynamics. The static inliers, together with preintegrated imu states are jointly exploited within the nonlinear optimization framework. Afterwards, the traffic dynamics will be analyzed.
A. Vehicle Dynamics
The keyframe based batch optimization framework is adopted to estimate vehicle states, because of its inherent advantage in repeated linearization and approximation of non-linear cost functions [10] . The states include vehicle position, rotation, speed and sensor biases. 
The vehicle dynamics D
T are estimated by jointly minimizing both the feature reprojection error E C (i, k) and inertial error E I (i, k) between the camera keyframe k and current frame i
where the coefficients s c and s i are the scale coefficients with regard to camera error term and IMU error term.
B. Traffic Scene Dynamics
Suppose the vehicle regions in camera frame i are 
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS

A. System Setup
The experimental platform includes a monocular camera and an IMU. They were rigidly mounted onto the top of the vehicle (Toyota RAV4) roof, as shown in Fig. 5 . The globalshutter camera (XimeaMQ013CG−ON) captured the images at 20 f ps. The image resolution was 1280 × 1024 in pixels. The images have been corrected for radial distortion before the further processing. The IMU (VectorNavV N − 100) collected the inertial measurements at 40Hz. The extrinsics between the camera and IMU were calibrated using [13] . 
B. Downtown Area Vehicle and Traffic Dynamics Analysis
In the downtown areas, especially during the rush hour, the traffic is relatively complex, i.e., the street is often jammed with a large number of vehicles and pedestrians walking on the sidewalk, which might cause a variety of traffic accidents. Thus, vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis would be more meaningful in this scenario. Fig. 6 shows two sample scenarios and the corresponding vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis. Fig. 6 (a) and (c) were the images collected in the regular hour and rush hour respectively. It can be seen that the regions of vehicles, were explicitly detected and localized; the static and dynamics inliers were correctly identified, depicted in Fig. 6 (b) and (d) respectively. Table I shows the results upon the collected datasets in downtown areas. The data were sampled two times. The total trajectory was approximately 3.25 kilometers. It took about 20 minutes during the rush hour and 10 minutes during the regular time. For evaluating the traffic dynamics, we have considered the number of frames, number of vehicles, vehicle region ratios and dynamic inlier ratios. It is noticeable that during the rush hour, the dynamic inlier ratios were relatively higher, e.g., the maximum ratios of dynamic inliers reached up to 80%. In this case, the traditional histogram voting methods would fail to identify the correct rotation angle θ . By contrast, our method is able to effectively separate the dynamic inliers and static inliers, thanks to the assistance of inertial rotational cues. Besides, the group of dynamic inliers corresponding to moving pedestrians, especially during the rush hours, also deteriorates upon the estimations. Table II shows the comparisons of reprojection errors on downtown datasets using the proposed method and One-Point Ransac [6] . It can be seen that RANSAC yielded reprojection errors by approximately 4 pixels for regular hours and 10 pixels for rush hours, for the sake of its inherent failure in 
C. Interstate Highway Vehicle and Traffic Dynamics Analysis
The vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis were also performed upon the monocular visual-inertial dataset collected on the interstate highway during rush hours and regular hours. Fig. 7 shows two sample scenarios and the corresponding dynamics analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 7 (b) , two vehicles and the corresponding dynamic inliers were detected and matched. The rotation angle θ deduced from the group of static inliers, was 0.7 • . If we merely conduct the histogram voting (One-Point-RANSAC) without vehicle detection and dynamic inlier separation, θ would be 4.24 • , which is far from our expectation. Likewise, Fig. 7 (d) shows the dynamics analysis in highway rush hours. Although the vehicle region ratio was only 4.31%, the ratio of dynamic inliers was as high as 59%, which means the majority of inliers lie on moving vehicle regions, and histogram voting would yield θ as 6.75 • . In fact, θ was only 2.06 • in this scenario. Table III shows the vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis for the interstate highway datasets. The total trajectory was approximately 21.24 kilometers. It took more than 10 minutes to sample the data during rush hours; and more than 7 minutes to sample the data during regular hours. In comparison with the visual-inertial data for downtown areas, the ratios of vehicle regions, in interstate highway image datasets, were relatively smaller. This is mainly because the driver is required to keep a longer distance from vehicles ahead. From Table IV , it can be seen that both the proposed approach and One-Point-RANSAC [6] yielded larger reprojection errors of inliers in rush hours than those in regular hours, which is mainly because there are more moving vehicles appearing in camera field of view. One-Point-RANSAC yielded the reprojection errors by approximately 10 pixels for rush hours. By comparison, ours yielded relatively better outcomes, but the reprojection errors were still as high as 3.6 pixels, which could be attributed to the failure for the strict assumption: the vehicle moves in a planar and circular manner, which is not working in the context of 6 DOF motion, such as vehicle going through pits, speed bumps and slopes. 
VII. CONCLUSION
The vehicle and traffic dynamics analysis were performed using the monocular visual and inertial measurements. By means of nonholonomic ground vehicle constraint and inertial cues, the proposed method is able to effectively separate the dynamic inliers and static inliers. Together with the part based vehicle detection model, the vehicle regions and the corresponding dynamic inliers are explicitly detected. Ultimately, the vehicle dynamics is estimated using the static inliers; the traffic dynamics are analyzed using dynamic inliers. The challenging visual-inertial datasets for ground vehicles were collected in both rush hours and regular hours. The proposed system has been analyzed and it could be potentially applied to assistive driving.
